Chasing Waterfalls
Weekend
June 15-17, 2018
Join us for a fun and adventure filled weekend of exploring some of the
specular Waterfalls near Rap-Shaw and the Stillwater Reservoir.
Our goal this weekend is to hike to three different Waterfalls over the weekend. The first is an
easy hike to Cascade Falls, off the Big Moose Road. It is a relatively “thin” falls that drops over
40 feet into a beautiful shade pool; the hike is over a tote road for a bit over 2 miles. The next
is Limekiln Falls near Inlet. On this walk you’ll find a series of easy dropping falls flowing along
the trail which is surrounded by a dark cedar and hemlock forest. The falls are 15 feet wide,
and travel for almost a ½ mile. The third and easiest is Death falls (aka Secret Falls) in the
Raquette Lake area. This cascade is located on a tributary into Death Stream and drops almost
70 feet over a broad faced cliff.
This will be a self-guided group adventure bringing out the best of our own Rap-Shaw
naturalists and environmentalists. There is also a possibility of a local Stillwater celebrity or two
to help us out. All the hikes range from easy to moderate and are from a quarter mile to 4.0
miles round trip. It’s your decision to hike one, two or all three of the trails. Join us for some
light to moderate exercise and some unforgettable sites of the Adirondacks.
We will be having lunch at the second trail head and then beginning our second hike of the day
with our fellow Rap-Shaw members. If one hike is enough for you than return to Inlet for some
local brews, shopping or return to Rap-Shaw and enjoy your afternoon.
At the end of the afternoon we will return to the Rap-Shaw Club, for another of those famous
“BYO” Happy Hours on the porch of Main Camp. Saturday night’s dinner will be followed by a
campfire for your pleasure with some story telling by our local friends.

